
Cirrus 3 Iron Steamer 
Cirrus 3 Iron Steamer is a hybrid between a steamer and an iron, making it 

possible to steam your clothes any way you prefer. 

It will make your clothes wrinkle-free, smooth and appealing in no time. 

The hot steam also reduces bad smells and kills bacteria, making it a 

great alternative to doing laundry. Depending on how you steam, you can 

achieve either a pressed or a more natural look with this Iron Steamer.  



A Hybrid Between a Steamer and 
an Iron  
Cirrus 3 Iron Steamer has an ironing 
plate that heats up to the same heat 
level as level 1 on an iron. This plate 
improves the steam quality, helps dry 
the fabric and can give your clothes 
either a pressed or a smooth look.  

Minimalistic Design Object 
Cirrus 3 Iron Steamer represents 
the ideal balance between 
functionality and esthetics. Its 
unique geometrical silhouette and 
selected design elements fits right 
into a modern home.   

High Performance  
Cirrus 3 Iron Steamer heats up in only 
25 seconds and has a high and steady 
steam pressure. The convex shape 
and textured surface of the ironing 
plate are designed to enhance the 
friction between the mouthpiece and 
the fabric.  
 
Stand Up/Lie Down Function  
When not in use, the Cirrus 3 Iron 
Steamer can be placed in an upright 
standing position, or, thanks to the 
protection brim, it can be laid down on 
any flat surface. 
 
On/Off Switch 
Cirrus 3 Iron Steamer has an on/
off switch so you easily can turn 
your steamer on and off. Leave the 
steamer plugged in while not in use 
and save time. 

Steam Button   
Press the steam button while 
steaming in order to save water.

Water tank  
Cirrus 3 Iron Steamer has a 90 ml 
vertical water tank that slides into 
position using magnetic attraction. 
The tank provides a constant 
pressure regardless of the amount 
of water left. Enough water to steam 
approximately 3 garments.  

Energy-Efficient   
Cirrus 3 Iron Steamer is energy-
efficient and runs on 1200W only.    
 
Safety 
The steamer will automatically 
power off after 30 minutes of being 
idle. Cirrus 3 is also equipped with 
an enlarged oval hole on the ironing 
plate, ensuring that the steamer 
won’t suddenly jet out hot water.  

Small and Neat – Ideal for Traveling  
In comparison to a home-steamer, 
a hand-steamer is perfect to bring 
on travels. Cirrus 3 Iron Steamer is 
smaller than a regular hand-steamer 
and takes up less space in your home, 
suitcase or hand luggage.  
 
Wearable Ironing Tool 
Wear the ironing tool to press the 
fabric against the ironing plate while 
steaming. 

Mouthpiece Protection Cover
Use the mouthpiece protection cover 
when the steamer is not in use. 

Features 



How to Use  
Steaming your clothes with Cirrus 3 Iron Steamer is not difficult. You 

will quickly get the hang of it and find your own way.  

Steaming from The Outside 

The most common steaming technique. For 

a professional result, make sure to grab the 

fabric's bottom edge and press the steamer 

against the fabric. Use the wearable ironing 

tool that is heat protected and press the 

fabric against the heated ironing plate while 

steaming.  

Steaming from The Inside 

A useful technique for removing creases on 

shirts, blouses and t-shirts. Grab the hem 

to stretch out the fabric and slowly slide the 

ironing plate from the garment's inside. Please 

keep in mind that the steam is hot and that 

the ironing plate on a Cirrus 3 Iron Steamer is 

hot like an iron. 

 

Wearable Ironing Tool 

Use the wearable ironing tool as a glove to 

press the fabric with the steamer. This heat 

protection tool is great for smoothing out tough 

wrinkles and is also a great tool when aiming 

for a pressed look. Suitable for shirt collars, cuffs, 

pockets and bottom of a shirt or a blouse. 

 

Use Like an Iron

Cirrus 3 Iron Steamer can also be used like 

an iron. Use a towel as a base instead of 

an ironing board and press the steamer 

against the fabric. Great when you want a 

pressed effect.



Water and Water Quality   
Cirrus 3 Iron Steamer is equipped with limescale traps (small pockets on the inside) that 

minimize the risk of limescale clogging the steamer. However, to make your Cirrus 3 Iron 

Steamer last longer, please read the following recommendations below.  

 

If you live in an area with hard water, 

we recommend using: 

• Steamery’s Steam Water  

• Bottled or filtered still water 

• Distilled water  

• Battery water 

 

 

If you live in an area with soft water, 

we recommend using: 

• Regular tap water or any kind of  

distilled water 



Specifications 
Weight: 0,857 kg   

Dimensions: 24,65x14x8 cm 

Power voltage and Frequency: 

EU, CN, IL, UK, CH, KR: AC220-240V, 

50-60Hz, 1200W 

US, CA, TW: AC110-120V, 50-60Hz, 1000W 

JP: AC100V, 50-60Hz, 1000W 

Water Tank: 90 ml 

Woven Fabric Cord: 2,3 m  

Warranty: 1 year 

Article Number: See article number list  

EAN Codes: See EAN code list 

Certificates: CE, CB, ROHS, PSE, CQC, cTUVus

Materials  
Body: Recyclable PC plastic 

Protection Brim: Recyclable PBT plastic and 

glass fiber  

Water Tank: Recyclable ABS plastic and 

recyclable PC plastic 

Ironing Plate: Die cast aluminum 

Electric Cord: Woven fabric  

Packaging: Recyclable cardboard  



Pilo 2 Fabric Shaver 
Many consider clothes or home textiles to be worn out because of lint and 

pilling. But by simply shaving off the pills with a fabric shaver, your textiles 

will appear as new again.  

Pilo 2 Fabric Shaver is gentle yet effective and removes lint and pilling 

from all kinds of materials.  



High Performance  
With 6 precision razor blades, a 
strong engine and a 5 cm shaving 
area, Pilo 2 Fabric Shaver is stronger 
and more effective than many fabric 
shavers on the market.  

Works on Delicate Materials 
Pilo 2 Fabric Shaver is gentle and 
works perfectly on all kinds of wool, 
cashmere, merino and alpaca.  
 
Smart Air Flow 
The rotation of the razor blades in 
Pilo 2 Fabric Shaver does not only 
remove pilling, but also works as 
a suction fan to attract the pilling 
on a damaged textile surface. 
The air flows both vertically and 
horizontally. The vertical flow works 
to draw in the pilling through the 

Features 

perforated razor cover and the 
horizontal flow helps to form a ball of 
the fuzz. This new smart technology 
makes it easier to remove pilling and 
to clean the machine after use.  
 
Minimalistic Design Object 
Pilo 2 Fabric Shaver represents 
the ideal balance between 
functionality and esthetics. Its 
unique geometrical silhouette and 
selected design elements fits right 
into a modern home.  

USB-C Charger 
Pilo 2 Fabric Shaver is charged by 
USB-C and works worldwide. The 
fabric shaver can be used for 2 hours 
when fully charged. Pilo 2 Fabric 
Shaver also enables shaving while 
it’s being charged. 



How to Use

To get pill and lint-free presentable clothes in 

no time, simply place the garment on a flat 

surface and gently swipe, do not push, the 

nozzle over the fabric.  

Pilo 2 Fabric Shaver works perfectly on both 

clothes and home textiles like knits, coats, 

scarfs, socks, sofas, armrests, and blankets. It 

works on all kinds of materials, even the most 

delicate, and is ideal to bring on travels. 

Specifications 
 

Shaving Time: 2 hours

Battery Charging Time: 2.5 hours 

Weight: 152 g 

Dimensions: 67x67x93 mm   

Power Voltage & Frequency: DC 5V 1A, 5W

Warranty: 1 year 

HTS-Code:  85098000 

Article Number: See article number list  

EAN Codes: See EAN code list 

Materials
Body: PC plastic and ABS plastic 

Packaging: Recyclable cardboard

 


